IDEAS   AND   BELIEFS
were unscientific and should be replaced by the
study of behaviour \Vhen anuuils or human
bemfc<3 were exposed to specific stimuli and their
responses objectively recorded or when the
development of a child is -seen ui its chan*. ins
behaviour was rioted these alone were methods
which were trulv scientific "Uatson ton
tnbuted an important idea to psycholoKV and
did a great de il towards ridding it of the lan,e!j
philosophical {peculations of the past But he
also tv ent*o absurd extremes asm hi, view that
thought is nothing but sub^ocjl EiJLech eon
sistmg of almost imperceptible moi tmentj of
the tongue throat and larynx (te vieii wi,
think we are really talking to ouiselve) and his
further opinion that heredity is pycpi t in
grossly abnormal cases of no import" nre He
claimed that by conditioning the ordinary
individual could be made into anj desired tvpe
regardless of lus or her inheritance
The work of Ivan Pavlov had begun about
1901 but was unknown in America until about
ten years later and it was through -mother
Russian Vladimir Bekhterev that the concept of
conditioning v> as introduced mt o the country
Bekhterev s book Ofyecttie Pwihol&ni describ
mt, hia new science of reflesology was
translated m 1913 and played a ereat Dart in *he
development of Behaviourist ideas The con
ditioned reflex became central to A\ at ion s
theory of teaming and habit formation >e a he
showed that a year old child at first unafriid
of white rats became afraid of them when they
came to be associated with a loud noi^e behind
the head) Finally all behaviour including
abnormal behaviour umie to be expl ined m
terms of conditioned responses these were b> ilt
up by association on the infant s three innate
emotions of fear rage and love of which the
original stimuli were for the first Umd noises
and the fear of falling for the second inter
ferenee with freedom of movement and for the
third patting and stroking
Because of ita considerable theoretical sim
plicity and its implicit suggestion that human
behaviour could be easily described (and eve i
modifed or controlled) Pavlovian psiebologi
appeared very attractive to the Communist
regime in Itussia and before long it became the
official dogma in universities and research
laboratories Wiereas in America and \V estern
Europe its severe limitations became graduallj
apparent m Eusaii these Tvere ignored or dis
guibed for ideological reasons with the inevitahlt
outcome that Soviet psychology failed to
evolve and at one •stage seemed to be no more
than a pallid offfahoot of physiology The
recent liberalisation which has been taking
place throughout Soviet society has led to a
considerable broadening of scientific horizons
and Pavlovian ideas are no longer looked upon
with sncli unauestioning reverence In non
Communist countries simple Wateonian be
haviounsm has evolved into more sophisticated
studies of animal learning largely pioneered by
the Harvard psychologist Skinner These
techniques which have shown that animals
from monkeys to rats may be taught to solve
a remarkable range of physical problems (such a*
pressing complex seauenees of buttons or levers
to escape from a cage) have themaehes turned
out to be rather disappointing in terms ot
advancing our general understanding of the
workings of the human and animal brain
There Is a growing feeling among psychologists
that the real keys to the understanding of
mankind will only be found through the study
of man himself and not of his simpler animal
cousins See fl&o Ctestalt psychology
Benthamism    Sec Utilitarianism.
Black Power The division of the world s popula
tion into races is now generally agreed br
scientists to have arisen as the result of climatic
and environmental pressures—the darker more
highly pigmented peoples tending to be better
equipped to withstand higher solar output than
the fairer more northerly based types For
various reasons again largely climatic and
environmental the first great advances in
civilisation, came from the temporary ascend
ancy over the black or near black. Until quite
recently—not much more than a century ago—
the technological gulf between white and black
BEA-BLA	J7
and demanded social reforms Persecuted by
both Catholics and Protestants their leider
Thomas Mtiazer and many others were burned
it the stake (I'sa-j) However this sect was
noted for its violence under a religious guipe
and its takra* oter of the state of Minister in
1533 was characterised by wild licentiousness
since aa Ajitmoniians they believed that the
elect could do no wrong 4. revival begun
by Alenno Simons (d 1581) a Dutch religious
leformer led to the formation of the treimonitp
sect which v, hilst rejecting infant baptism ci\°
up the objectionable features of the Anabaptists
This reformed Feet still exists as <5i"_ll asm
cultural groups in the original strongholds or the
movement and in the United States
Beat Generation a term fliat used by the American
•writer Jack Keronac (d 1Q80) author of The
Tcun and tlie Cify and On Tttf Road to define
various groups spread aero •> the face of the
country but notablj New YorL and fcii Fran
Cisco who belonging to the post war genera
tion represented a complex of attitudes
Briefly these are rejection of the values of the
past and 1 ck of conviction m the possibility ol
a future for humanity—hence an acceptance of
nothing but the immediate present m terms of
experience and sensations rebellion against
organised authority not out of any political
conviction (as in the case nf anareLisni) but
rather from lack of any interest or de»ire to
control events nature or people contempt for
the Squire —the orthodox individual who
stuck firmly in his rut plays it safe and re
mains confident of the nkhtnesb and decencj
of hia moral values The Beatnik has con
tracted out of what one of then describe? as in
increasingly meaningless rat race mf,ed up by
and for Squares which -wastes effort and
brutalises feeling He loathes the pretences
without which he claims the Square cannot
succeed and throwing off all nia'sks is m
different to the opinions of other" Ins dres«? or
the need to work thus entering into the in
escapable truth and squalor of his own being
He digs dikes) even time tries everything
from drug to sexual relationships which have
no significance outside the sensations of the
moment to the advanced Beatnik or hipster
All men are addressed as man all women as
chick Of course the above is an intellec
totalisation by such Beat writers as Kerouac
Allen Ginsberg and Carl Solomon or Norman
Mailer of a philosophy which for many Beatniks
would be meaningless being satisfied with any
excuse for then: own exhibitionism sexual
promiscuity and psychopathic tendencies
Beards (in men) bare feet sloppy clothes and
unwashed bodies were the familiar Beatnik
uniform
The Beat generation of the 1940s and 60s
gave way to the Love generation or Flower
people with their flowers beads and cowbells
Their social philosophy was the same—living m
the present unconventionally seeking personal
freedom believing drugs to be essential claim
me to be acting against the rat race dissociating
themselves from politics taking a superficial
interest in the religions of the East borrowing
much of their language music and Ideas on
dress from the American hippy yet be
lieving in the creation of a new and gentler
society based on different forms and values
Both the Beat and the I<ove generations have
appealed largely to the younger segment of
society who disillusioned with orthodox religion
and traditional politics have sought outlets for
then powerful if poorly expressed drives and
emotions Early group manifestations of the
Beat and Drop-out variety had limited internal
structure and no co ordlnated political motive
and na.ve thus constituted no threat to the
established political forces and governments of
the world Quite recently however clear signs
of coherent organisation to these numerically
substantial groups have begun to emerge giving
rise to a powerful anti establishment movement
known as the " underground " (g v)
Behaviourism, a school of psychology founded in
1914 toy J B Watson (1878-195S) an animal
psychologist at Johns Hopkins "University
Baltimore Its main tenet was that the method
of introspection and the study of mental states

